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The pattern
of Spice Route
from Christy
Carpets helps
to hide soil
and gives a
luxurious
feel in the
lounge area.

→→ A ntron® Legacy™ carpet fibre featured in Christy Carpets’ Spice
Route broadloom carpet, has been fitted in the main dining room
and bar lounge area of the Executive Education Centre of Saïd
Business School, part of the University of Oxford. Approximately
400 m² of the broad linear stripe carpet was installed in these areas,
as well as an adjacent coffee break out zone, in a contrasting
colourway that provided a good palette from which to select
upholstery fabrics. The bold stripe pattern and mix of loop and
cut pile textures also helps to disguise any potential stains.
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With Antron® Legacy™ carpet
fibre, Spice Route is ideal for use
when ease of cleaning is essential.
Carpets made of Antron® Legacy™
fibre have hollow filament fibre
shapes that help to scatter the
light so dirt is less visible. The
combined effect of optimum light
scattering and a small, smooth
surface area make cleaning and

care more efficient. “The 130 seat
restaurant and bar area of the
Executive Education Centre is a
light–filled modern space, divided
centrally by a corridor. The stripe
design of Spice Route was a useful device in helping to minimise
the impact of the corridor and
uniting the restaurant and bar
lounge area” explains Jan Lund
of Jan Lund Design, the company

responsible for the specification
of the carpet.
“Spice Route met the need for
a hardwearing carpet that was
suitable for use in food service
areas and it also fulfilled the brief
INVISTA’s Antron® Legacy™
carpet fibre, featured in
Christy Carpets’ Spice Route
broadloom carpet, has been
fitted in the main dining room
and bar lounge area of the
Executive Education Centre of
Saïd Business School.

for a carpet that would give a
luxurious feel in the lounge.”
The Saïd Business School is
housed within a Grade 1 listed
building designed in 1965 by
Richard Burton. Located within
37 acres of parkland at Egrove
Park in Oxford, the lounge area
features a stainless steel clad bar
that was an early commissioned
work by famed furniture designer
John Makepeace. Established in
1996, Oxford University’s Saïd
Business School is one of Europe’s
youngest and most entrepreneurial
business schools, with a reputation
for innovative business education.

Antron® carpet fibres with hollow filaments
minimize soil accumulation and make dirt
harder to see. The hollow filaments refract
and diffuse light and hide the dirt while the
specially designed surfaces readily release
the dirt, making cleaning easier.

To learn more, contact your local Antron® division or visit antron.eu.
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